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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let GZ be a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space H. A positive linear 
operator (or functional) on GY is called normal if it preserves the least upper 
bound of all increasing nets of positive elements in GE Let (G’, S, a) be a 
system consisting of a von Neumann algebra GY, a semigroup S, and an 
action 0~: S x 6Y-t GZ. It is of interest to see whether there exists a positive 
normal linear functional y on 6Z invariant under the action 01. In this paper we 
consider the case when S is a left amenable semigroup and 01 an antirepre- 
sentation of S as positive normal contractions on a. We investigate conditions 
for the existence of a positive normal invariant linear functional on GZ We also 
give a sufficient condition for the existence of a complete set of positive 
normal invariant linear functionals on OZ. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let S be a semigroup and m(S) the Banach space of all bounded complex 
valued functions on S. Then S is said to be left (right) amenable [I] if there 
exists a linear functional p on m(S) such that 
(1) P(J) =df) forallfEm(S); 
(2) if f E m(S) is real, then inf,,, f (s) < p(f) < sup,,s f (s); 
(3) &f) = CL(~) (rev. Ayof) = Af)) for all 0 E S and f c m(S), 
where Z, f (resp., Y, f) is defined by 1, f(s) = f(m) (resp., r, f (s) = f (so)). 
If S is left (right) amenable, let LIM (RIM) be the set of all linear functionals 
on m(S) satisfying the above three conditions. A semigroup S is called 
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amenable [l] if it is both left and right amenable; in this case, let 
IM = LIM n RIM. If LIM (resp., RIM, IM) is not empty, we define for 
each real f E m(S) 
MJf 1 = supbl(f ); P ELW 
(rev., Mdf 1 = sup{df 1: CL E RIM), M(f > = W&f 1; P E In/l>). 
All terminologies (if not defined in this paper) refer to [2]. Throughout 
this paper, 6Y will denote a von Neumann algebra, and CZ* will denote the 
space of all bounded linear functionals on G!! Let GP = (A E GY: A 3 0} 
and 9 = {E E 0& E* = E = I?}. A linear operator T on Q! into 6Y is called a 
contraction if /I TA Ij < /I A I/ for all A E Q!. An element q~ E csd* is called central 
if v(AB) = p(BA) for all A and B in 6Y. A positive element g, E C?!* is called 
normal if ~(sup~ A,) = supa p(A,) for all increasing net of elements A, E GY+ 
whenever sup8 A, exists; singular if for any positive normal # E a*, 4 < CJI 
implies 4 = 0. The following theorems are well known. 
THEOREM A. -4ny positive Zinear functional y on a von Neumann algebra 
can be decomposed in the form v = vn + vS , where vn is positive normal and 
rpS is positive singular. [3] 
THEOREM B. A positive linear functionaz v on a von Neumann algebra Gl 
is singular @given any 0 # F E 8, there is a 0 # E E 9 such that E < F and 
v(E) = 0. PI 
Applying Theorem B we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let p, 3 be two positive linear functionals on a von Neumann 
algebra GY, with ‘p normal and # singular. If E E .Y and #(E) > 0, then for any 
6 > 0, there is a nonzero projection FE 9 such that F < E, 4(F) = #(E) and 
v(F) < 6. 
Proof. If (9”X is a chain of families such that for each gu 9a = {EaO}e 
is a family of nonzero pairwise orthogonal projections in a with E,fl < E and 
#(E,e) = 0 for all /3, and {Fm}a is partially ordered by set inclusion, then 
the union 9 = lJa Fa is a family of nonzero pairwise orthogonal projections 
such that G < E and #(G) = 0 f or all G E Pt. By Zorn’s Lemma there is 
a maximal family {E& of nonzero pairwise orthogonal projections such 
that E, < E and #(E,) = 0 for all OL E d. We claim that E = xUEd E, . For if 
E i LA E, , then since 4 is positive singular, there is 0 # E, ~9’ such 
that E0 < E - xared E, and #(E,,) = 0 (by Theorem B). This contradicts 
the maximality of {E,},,, . Since 4(E) > 0, d is not finite. Since v is 
positive, the set 
Q={,~d;v(E,)>0) 
is at most countable. 
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Case 1. If !J is finite, then let 01s # Q and F = E - (Em0 + ‘j& E,). 
F is the required projection. 
Case 2. If 52 is infinite, then enumerate it as (1, 2 ,... f, i.e., 
Since v(E) = x:,“=, q(E,) is finite, there is N > 0 such that ET=, v(Ei) < 6. 
Let F = E - EL;’ Et; then F is the required projection. 
Remark. The above theorem also gives the following: Let v and # be 
two positive functionals on C! such that p is singular and # normal. For any 
projection E E 9 with 4(E) > 0, there is a nonzero G < E such that q(G) = 0 
but #(G) > 0. (If v,(E) = 0, th en let G = E. If v(E) > 0, let 6 = 4(E) and 
G = E - F with F as in Theorem 2.1). 
Let vi and pa be two positive linear functionals on GZ. We write pi < pa 
(q+ is absolutely continuous with respect to ?a) if, for all A E a+, &A) = 0 
implies v,(A) = 0. We write vi N v, (CJI~ and ~a are equivalent) if both 
v+ < n and vz < v1 . 
COROLLARY 2.2. If g, and 4 are two positive linear functionals on GZ such 
that 4 is normal and 4 < q~ (resp. $ - q~), then 4 < vn (resp. # - ~JJ, where 
qn denotes the normal part of v (see Theorem A). Hence q~ is not singular af 
*#a 
A positive linear operator T on @ into G!? is called normal if 
T(sylp 4) = s!p T(4) 
for each increasing net A, E @+ (whenever sup, A, exists). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If a positive linear functional 9) on 02 is invariant under 
a family (To}asd of normal positive contractions on CY (i.e., g’( T,A) = v(A) for 
all A E GY, OL E A), then both the normal part v,, and the singular part yS of g, 
are invariant under (Ta}aed . 
Proof. Since T, is positive normal for all cy E d, T,*~J, is positive normal 
and Tm*qS is positive for all OL E A. Since T,*~I, + T,%pS = T,*v = q~ 
for all 01 E d, we have (see [3]) T,*v, < vn for all 01 E d. Hence T,*T,~ > P),~ 
for all a! E d. Since T,*v,(l) = vS( T,I) < v,(I) for all 01 E d, T, *vS = vS for 
all a: E d. Hence T,*q+, = CJ+ for all (Y E A. Thus both vn and vs are invariant 
under V’,L . 
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3. RESULTS 
In this section we consider a system (a, S, a), where 67 is a von Neumann 
algebra, S is a left amenable semigroup, and (Y is an antirepresentation of S 
as positive normal contractions on GY(i.e., for each s E S, 01~ is a positive normal 
contraction on G! and ast = 01~01,). Let T be a linear operator on 02, we denote 
by T* the adjoint operator of T on the space GP (T* is defined by 
T*&4) = (p(Z’A) for all 9) E Q/!* and A E a). A linear functional 9) on ed is 
said to be S-invariant if ~(or,A) = p(A) for all s E S and A E 67. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For a positive v0 E CY*, the relations 
(la) 0 (lb) * (2a) * (2b) =z (3a) o (3b) 
hold among the following conditions: 
(la) A E9 ((lb) A E a+), &A) > 0 - inf{~s(rY,A); s E S} > 0. 
(2a) A E B ((2b) A E a+), %W > 0 * Md%(~sA)) > 0. 
(3a) A E.Y ((3b) A E a+), if there exists {s~}:=~ C S such that 
C,“cl as, A E @, then I&A) = 0. 
Proof. It is clear that (lb) 3 (la), (2b) =P (2a) and (3b) =P (3a). Using 
the fact that if A 3 0 and &A) > 0, then there are c > 0 and E ~9 such 
that cE < A and ys(E) > 0, we have (la) 2 (lb), (2a) 3 (2b) and (3a) 3 (3b). 
(la) + (2a) is clear since inf{v&oc,E); s E S} < M,(v,(a$E)) fo; any E E 8. 
To show (2a) * (3a), let E ~9 and {s,},“=~ C S be such that &=l a8*E E 0!. 
Then there exists K > 0 such that xncl asQE < KI. So, for each integer N, 
where 1 E m(S) such that l(s) = 1 for all s E S. Now, for any p E LIM, 
iVp(qO(asE)) < I&,(I) for any N. Hence HO) = 0 for all p E LIM. 
Thus we have M,(q+,(ol,E)) = 0. Hence (2a) + (3a). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let ‘po E a* be positive and normal. The condition (la) 
[hence (1 b)] in Proposition 3.1 implies the existence of a S-invariant positive 
normal q~ E W such that v,, < v. If, in addition, q+,(E) = 0 implies 
M~(q+,(a,E)) = 0 for all E ~9, then there exists a S-invariant positive normal 
‘p E Ck’* such that y,, N q. Moreover, if a,*~,, is central for all s E S, then v 
can be chosen central. 
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Proof. Let CL ELIM and define # on GK by #(A) = p(v&ol,A)) for all 
A E 6Y. Then 4 E 6Y* is positive. For each t E S, we have 
#(%A) = P(%(%hQ) = d%(“ts4 = PFL(4Pcl(~sA)) 
-= PL(9%(“sAN = tYA) for all A E a. 
So 4 is S-invariant. Suppose the condition (la) of Proposition 3.1 holds and 
let E E.Y be such that v,,(E) > 0. Then 
Hence v,, < I,!J. By Corollary 2.2 and Proposition 2.3, we have v0 < I&, and 
z+& is S-invariant. If the additional condition holds, then v,, N 4; hence 
v0 N $,? . Moreover, if ols*pO is central for all s E S, then I/ is central, and, 
hence, #n is central (see [4, p. 196, Theorem 31). Let v = I,&; then g, is the 
required element in a*. 
Remark. Let F and I/ be two positive elements in a*; then v < # iff 
#(E) = 0 implies y(E) = 0 for all E E 8. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let c++, E @* be positive and normal. The following conditions 
are equivalent. 
(la) If A ~9 ((lb) A E o;d-), then y+,(A) > 0 3 inf{&asA); s E S} > 0; 
and v,(A) = 0 * ML(v,(+4)) = 0. 
(2) There exists a normal positive S-invariant C,D E IF such that v. N q~. 
Moreover, if as*yO is central for all s E S, then T can be chosen central. 
Proof. Clearly (lb) * (la). (la) * (2) follows Lemma 3.2. Suppose (2) 
holds and let A E @+. If p,(A) = 0, then y(A) = 0. Now, 
&x~A) = V(A) = 0 3 &a,?A) = 0 3 M&&A)) = 0. 
If yO(A) > 0, then y(A) > 0 and inf(p(or,J); s E S} = y(A) > 0. Since 
p0 -. v and the set {ol,A; s E S} is uniformly bounded, inf{vo(a8A); s E S} > 0. 
Hence (2) 3 (lb). 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let y,, E @* be positive and normal. If as*q+, < qq, for all 
s E S, then the following are equivalent. 
(la) If A ~9’ ((lb) A E a+), then &A) > 0 * inf{&,,(cu,A); s E S} > 0. 
(2) There exists a normal positive S-invariant y E GY* such that v,, N Q. 
Moreover if CX~*~,, is central for all s E S, q~ can be chosen central. 
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COROLLARY 3.5. If v,, E CF is normalpositive andfaithful, then thefollowing 
are equivalent. 
(1) There exists a normal positive S-invariant and faithful ‘p E W. 
Moreover, if a,*q+, is central for all s E S, then q~ can be chosen central (hence ~2 
is o-finite and$nite in this case). 
(2a) If 0 # A e.9 ((2b) 0 # A E a+), then 0 is not in the strong closure 
of {I+!!; s E S}. 
A subset 5 C GY* is called complete if given any nonzero A E GZ+, there is 
q E F such that v(A) # 0. If there exists a complete set of normal positive 
S-invariant linear functionals on GY, a is said to be S-finite. Let H be the 
underlying Hilbert space for @ and (,) the inner product in H. 
THEOREM 3.6. If for any E ~9 and x E H we have “Ex # 0 implies 
inf{(a,Ex, x); s E S} > 0”, then CJ! is S-jinite. 
Proof. Let A E GY+ be nonzero. Then there is x0 E H such that 
(Ax, , x0) > 0. Let v,,(B) = (Bx a , x0) for all B E GZ. Then us E GY* is normal 
positive and v,(A) > 0. For all E E B such that v,(E) > 0, we have Ex, # 0; 
hence, by our assumption, inf{v,JgE); s E S> > 0. By Lemma 3.2, there is a 
positive normal S-invariant v E a* such that v,, < q. Particularly, p(A) > 0, 
and, hence, 19 is S-finite. 
For a given q~,, E @*, we define an equivalence relation in LIM by ~Rv if 
TV = v on the set {vo(OlsA): A E a>. Let QR be the set of R-equivalence classes 
in LIM. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let v0 E GF be positive and normal. If there exists a 
positive normal S-invariant q~ E .GY* such that v0 N v, then Card(# N y,,; 
# E GZ* is positive normal and S-invariant) 3 Card(Q,). 
Proof. Let TV ELIM. Then $I E a* defined by #(A) = ~(~&‘o(‘Y~A)) is 
positive and S-invariant. Let E E 8; by Theorem 3.3, we have 
R,(E) = 0 s 4(E) = 0, 
and 
YJ,,(E) > 0 => #(El 3 inf~~,,(@~:) SES}>O. 
Hence # N p0 . By Corollary 2.2 and Proposition 2.3, $, N v0 and I++~ is 
S-invariant. (Note: In fact 4 = & , see the following Remark). 
Remark. Proposition 3.7 is also true even 01~ are not normal. This can be 
seen as follows: Let {E,}, be a family of pairwise orthogonal projections in GY. 
Let {E,}zzl be the set of all E, such that v,(E,) > 0 or (cI(EJ > 0 (it is 
countable since both v0 and $ are positive). Then x:, $(E,) = Cl, #(En). 
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Let G = x:-1 En and F = xa E, - G. Then #(C, E,) = #(G). Let 
A, = G - C%1 EI, , then A, converges to zero strongly and (A,}~c’=l is
uniformly bounded. From the properties that v N r,+, and v is S-invariant, 
we conclude that q+,(ol,A,) converges to zero uniformly on s. Thus $(A,) 
converges to zero. Since 
ICI(An) = 4(G) - i W%Jt 
&l 
we have #(EN EJ = x:o! #(E,), i.e., # is completely additive, hence normal. 
Remark. If we replace both the left amenability of S and the antirepre- 
sentation 01 by right amenability of S and a representation OL, respectively 
(also replace ML by n/r,), all results in this paper remain true. 
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